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Abstract
As the present computer vision technology is growing up fast, and the multiple RGB color object tracking is
considered as one of the important tasks in computer vision and technique that can be used in many applications
such as surveillance in a factory production line, event organization, flow control application, analysis and sort
by colors and etc. In video processing applications, variants of the background subtraction method are broadly
used for the detection of moving objects in video sequences. The background subtraction is the most popular and
common approach for motion detection. However, this is paper presents our investigation the first objective of
the whole algorithm chain is to find the RGB color within a video. The idea from the beginning was to look for
certain specific features of the patches, which would allow distinguishing red, green and blue color objects in the
image. In this paper an algorithm is proposed to track the real time moving RGB color objects using kinect
camera. We will use a kinect camera to capture the real time video and making an image frame from this video
and extracting red, green and blue color .Here image processing is done through MATLAB for color recognition
process each color. Our method can tracking accurately at 95% in real-time.
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1. Introduction
In computer vision Color object detection and tracking is an important and fundamental topic. Color is a
significant of information in image analysis classification. However, Kinect has been developed for Microsoft
Kinect version tow console and includes cameras that deliver depth information, color data. An independent
developer offers solutions for using Kinect separate from the game console and for the most common operating
systems. Tracking RGB color can be defined as the problem of estimating the trajectory of an object in the image
plane as it moves around a scene. The need for high power computers, the availability of high quality video
cameras, usually we use ordinary webcams to handle videos. As the Kinect is getting cheaper now and people
started using it in their applications, it is useful sometimes to use the RGB images generated from Kinect instead
of the webcams, especially when your application is using depth information from Kinect. However, the
increasing need for automated video analysis has generated a great deal of interest in object tracking algorithms.
There are three key steps in video analysis, detection of interesting moving objects, tracking colors of such
objects from frame to frame, and analysis of object tracks to recognize their behavior.
1.1 Related Work
A current paper on the topic discussed in this section has been written. However, we could find only few
publications on detection and tracking of color in the images.
“Tajbakhsh and Grigat” also remarked the lack of literature on color chart detection. They proposed an algorithm
for semiautomatic color chart detection in distorted images. The user initially selects the four chart corners in the
image and the system estimates the position of all color regions using projective geometry. They transform the
image with Sobel kernel, a morphological operator and thresholding into a binary image and find connected
regions. They show the robustness of the method of distorted images
In 1999, at the University of British Columbia presented research titled “Tracking Color Objects in Real Time”
and the goal of research is efficient tracking of color objects from a sequence of live images for use in real-time
applications including surveillance, video conferencing and robot navigation.
“Dr.M.Sivabalakrishnan,K.Shanthi” They discussed in a paper title “person accounting system using EFV
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segmentatiion and fuzzyy logic" This ppaper presents a novel methhod for peoplee segmentationn, they suggested a
fuzzy-baseed approach for
f bringing together manyy inferred in iimage processsing applicatioons, The prop
posed
method utiilizes a fuzzy inference
i
systeem. The algoriithm uses backkground subtraaction and bassed just on the edge
flow-basedd foreground blocks to bring human seegmentation. To processed object infereence challenge
es in
dynamic eenvironments, they fused hiigh-level definned and low-leevel advantages, and develooped a fuzzy logic
heuristic ssystem for peoople tracking. Representative video sequeences have beeen used to asssess the result. The
suggested people countinng method aree simply compeetent, and brinng a real time ffunctioning. Thhey use a repetitive
target deteection scheme and motion prediction technniques that do nnot rely on spaatial proximity..
2. Method
d
2.1 RGB IImage Represeentation in MA
ATLAB
In the RGB modell, each color rrepresents the basic color coomponents Reed, Green, andd Blue. RGB color
images aree represented in the RGB coolor model as red, green annd blue using 88-bit monochrrome standard.. The
correspondding RGB collor image has 24 bit/pixel – 8 bit for each color band (red, green annd blue). The RGB
color repreesents to referrring to arrow or column as a vector, it caan be referredd as a single piixel red, green
n and
blue valuees as a color pixxel vector -(R,, G, B). The coolor space reprresentation is:

Figure 1. RGB Imagee Representatioon in MATLA
AB
2.2 Kinectt
The physiical parts of the Kinect ssensor consistt of cameras, a microphonne array and an accelerom
meter.
Additionallly it provides a software pippeline that proocesses color, ddepth and skelleton data. The RGB camera
a can
store colorrs with a resollution of 1280xx960 pixels. T
The camera has an infrared ((IR) emitter which emits inffrared
light beam
ms and an IR deepth sensor whhich makes it ppossible to readd the emitted llight and createe a depth map from
that inform
mation. The multi-array
m
miccrophone contaains four diffeerent microphoones at differeent locations which
w
provide auudio recordingg capabilities w
which also cann specify the location and sppecify the direection of the sound
wave. A 3-- axis acceleroometer makes iit possible to ddetermine the ccurrent orientattion of the Kinnect device.

Figure 2. K
Kinect componnents
2.3 Propossed Algorithm
Several geeneral purposee techniques annd algorithms have been deeveloped for R
RGB color traccking. In this paper
p
color trackking and countting process pprimary colors of the input R
RGB frame, thhen each color is identified by
b its
own pixell. The proposeed algorithm ddiscussed in thhis paper willl be helpful inn developing bbetter and effiicient
algorithmss in the field off tracking coloor. A basic flow
w chart diagram
m of the proposed algorithm is shown below
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Capture the video frames
Start the video acquisition

Set a loop
that starts
after 300

Get the snapshot
Median Filter
Track RGB colors
RGB2gray
Blob analysis
Display the frame
Stop the video acquisition
End
Figure 3. Detection and tracking techniques algorithms using color feature
The figure (3) present in the above flowchart are being explained the Kinect Capture the video frames using the
video input function in MATLAB and Set the properties of the video object, Now to track color RGB objects in
real time we have to subtract the color component from the grayscale image in the frame to extract the
components in the image frame. And use a median filter to filter out noise and Convert the resulting grayscale
image into a binary image MATLAB is built in “im2bw”. Remove all those pixels less than what you want,
Label all the connected components in the image. And we do the image blob analysis get a set of properties for
each labeled region.
2.3.1 Median Filter
This class of filter belongs to the class of edge preserving smoothing filters which are non-linear filters. This
means (1) that for two images A(x) and B(x):
+

≠

+

(1)

The median is just the middle value of all the values of the pixels in the neighborhood and median value
becomes the new value for the central pixel. This must be taken into account if you plan on summing filtered
images. Figure 5illustrates an example calculation.
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Figure 5. Illustrates an example calculation
After detecting the RGB color in the input frame of the image, a median filter has been used to filter out the
noise. A median filter is more effective than convolution when the goal is to simultaneously reduce noise.
The median filter performs well as long as the spatial density of the impulse noise is not large. However the
adaptive median filtering can handle impulse noise with probabilities even larger than these.
2.3.2 Blob Analysis
Blob Analysis is a fundamental technique of machine vision based on analysis of consistent image regions, such
as a tool of choice for applications in which the objects being inspected are clearly discernible from the
background. Diverse set of Blob Analysis methods allows creating tailored solutions for a wide range of visual
inspection problems.
2.3.3 Motion detection
Motion detection is the process of detecting a change in the position of an object relative to its surroundings or a
change in the surroundings relative to an object. Motion detection can be achieved by
either mechanical or electronic methods. When motion detection is accomplished by natural organisms, it is
called motion perception. The MATLAB interface allows the user to define the commands to be performed at the
run time. Once the user setup of the video source is complete the algorithm comes into play.
2.3.4 Image segmentation
In computer vision, image segmentation is the process of dividing a digital image into multiple segments
collection of pixels, also known as super pixels. The target of segmentation is meaningful and changes the
representation of an image into anything that is more meaningful and easier to analyze. Image segmentation is
generally used to locate objects and boundaries lines, curves... etc in images. More precisely, image
segmentation is the process of assigning a label to all pixels in an image such that pixels with the same label
share specific attributes.
2.4 Color-Depth Segmentation
We explain the results using only the color segmentation algorithm. The test consists in several kinds of object
RGB colors as is shown in Figure 8(a,d,g)detection and tracking red ,green and blue color feature The
corresponding color segmented image when we select the red, blue and green colors is depicted in. Figure
8(b,e,h) segmentation red, green and blue colors. By examining this figure, we note that the color of the selected
object is highlighted in black, being the rest of the objects represented in gray scale. The objects colors image
shown in the Figure 8 (c,f,i) detection and tracking red , green and blue color in depth Kinect is transformed in
the RGB color space as described in the previous section. This transformation simplifies the color segmentation
and it is only a matter of computing the Euclidean distance for each component to the point of interest. The
proposed System architecture for image segmentation using background subtraction and incremental version of
detection and tracking motion, color-Depth Segmentation technique shown below in Figure 6. and the result is
shown in figure 8 (c,f,i) detection and tracking red color in depth Kinect.
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IR ddepth camera
Backgrround subtractt
Motion object detectioon
Bloob analysis
Dissplay frame
Segmentaation RGB collors
Figure 6. Detection and trackiing motion Coolor-Depth Seggmentation
2.4.1 Backkground Subtraaction
Moving obbject detectionn and tracking is an importannt and fundam
mental topic in computer vision. Its applica
ations
can be fouund in a large number of enngineering fiellds ,including One of the m
most commonlly used methods to
detect movving objects iss background ssubtraction. Cllassic backgroound subtractioon approaches work by modeling
the scene based on thee pixel distribbutions. Theree has been a lot of researrch done in thhis field to model
m
backgrounnds ranging froom simple stattic ones to com
mplex dynamicc cases. Probabbly the most w
widely used me
ethod
in this areea are the Mixxture output off Gaussians (M
MoG) approach by “Staufferr and Grimsonn”. It describe
es the
values of eeach backgrounnd pixel throuughout the sequuence with a m
mixture of Gaussian distributiions.
In backgroound subtraction absolute diifference is takken between eevery current iimage I t(x, y)) and the referrence
backgrounnd image B(x, y) to find out the motion detection mask D
D(x, y). The (22) reference baackground ima
age is
generally tthe first frame of a video, wiithout containing foregroundd object.
,

1,

Iττ ,
0,

,

τ

(2)

D(x,y) = m
motion detectioon
I t (x,y) = current image
B(x,y) = bbackground imaage
T = threshold
nce is
Where a thhreshold, whicch decides whhether the pixeel is foregrounnd or backgrouund. If the abssolute differen
greater thaan or equal to τ,
τ the pixel is cclassified as fooreground; otheerwise the pixeel is classifiedd as background
d.
3. Results
worked on reaal-time trackingg red, green aand blue colorss, to track thesse three colorss in the video.. The
We have w
proposed aalgorithm expllained above aapplies to the vvideo frames too achieve the rrequired tracking RGB color. The
results obttained are show
wn below:

Figure 7.. Test chart collors
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from up to dow
wn(a,b,c) (d,e,,f) (g,h,i)
Figure 88. (a)detection and tracking rred color featuure.(b)segmenttation red colorr.(c) detection and tracking red
r
color in depth Kinect (dd)detection andd tracking greeen color featuree.(e)segmentattion green coloor.(f) detection
n and
tracking green color in depth Kinect (g)detection annd tracking bluue color featurre.(h)segmentaation blue color.(i)
detectiion and trackinng blue color iin depth Kinecct
4. Conclussion
Commonlyy , In this papper, the algorithm has been developed foor real time deetection and trracking RGB color
based on kkinect .Trackinng of the RGB colors is donee on the basis oof region properties such as centered, boun
nding
box etc. M
Most of the tim
me median filtering is used inn image processsing to removve noise duringg real-time trac
cking
RGB colorr. We used Meedian filtering because it is ffar better the cconvolution tecchnique when the aim to pre
event
edges and to eliminate noise, anythinng relatively sm
mall in size compared to thhe size of the neighborhood
d will
have minim
mal affect on the value of thhe median, andd will be filterred out also thhe median filteer is more costtly to
count thann a smoothingg filter or othher filters. In video processsing applicatioons, variants oof the backgrround
subtractionn method are broadly used for the detectiion of movingg objects in viideo sequencees. The backgrround
subtractionn is the most popular
p
and com
mmon approacch for motion ddetection.
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